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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
 
Hi Folks 
 
Well we have 3 meetings behind us for calendar year 
2019-2020, attendance at the meetings has been good. I 
think we are averaging 15 members and non-members at 
the meetings. Even more important, we have had some 
new members and visitors from other clubs. 
 
Speaking of new members, if you know of someone who 
has stop comings to meeting or has dropped out of the club 
for whatever reason let me know. We will try to reach out 
and find out why. The reason could be very simple, no ride, 
financial or has a resentment. Perhaps they did not like the 
direction of the club. Maybe they drifted off in a different 
direction but are still in ham radio. We could all learn from 
this person. This person could also become a quest speak-
er. 
 
I have contacted ARRL membership about mailing labels 
for the zip codes that surround us. We could easily edit the 
mailing list and send an invitation to come to a club and 
reconsider joining. 
 

November 2019  Regular meeting on the 25th of Novem-
ber, The speaker turned out to be our own Ken Burstall 
WB8PKK. Ken spoke on his first 3 years in ham radio, the 
successes and failures he has had as a ham. It was interest-
ing to see how he has progressed in the hobby.  
 
December 2019  the club Christmas party was held at the 
Gardner Ale House on the 9th and was attended by 17 
members & their guests.  Mark and Lynda Kimmel donated 
a new Baofeng Dual Band hand-held transceiver which 
was raffled off at the party.  The winner of the radio raffle 
was Tom AB1GF.  Also, a 50/50 raffle was held and the 
prize of $100 was won by Erich W1EJK, with $100 going to 
the club. I was not able to attend this year’s dinner, but I 
did hear everyone had a good time.  This gathering will be 
in place of our regularly scheduled meeting for the month. 
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Looking forward, we have three speakers ready to go in 
the upcoming months, but haven’t figured out who will 
speak in what month. 
 

 January 2020  
o Meeting on the 27th 
o Speaker to be determined, 1 of 3 
o Contest ARRL RTTY Roundup on 4th and 

5th (maybe??? Any ideas?) 
 February 2020  

o Meeting on the 24th. 
o Presentation of MARC's Physical Inventory 

Project  
o Contest to be determined, as well as the 

speaker 2 of 3 
 March 2020 

o Meeting on the 23rd. Speaker to be booked 
3 of 3  

o Contest to be determined 
 April 2020  

o Meeting on the 27th  
o Spring Fling Cookout at Shirley's [weather 

permitting] 
 May 2020 

o Meeting on the 18th (5/25 is Memorial Day)  
o Planning meeting for new & improved 

2020 Relay for Life event (Captain needed ) 
o Formulate 2020 Field Day Team June 2020  

 Meeting on the 22nd  
o Contest: 2020 Relay for Life on June 12 & 

13th  
o Contest: 2020 Field Day on 27th and 28th  

 July 2020 
o Summer break.  

 August 2020  
o Meeting on 24th Cookout [TBD}  
o Review of Field Day and Relay for Life 

events  
o Nominations for Club Officer Positions  
o Club Elections 

 
WHERE WERE YOU WHEN THE LIGHTS WENT OUT? 
 
de Allan, K1UCY 
 
On November 9, 1965 the New England/New York area 
experienced what became known as the Northeast Black-
out of 1965.  These are my recollections of that day and 
what I recall seeing published. 
 

A ham friend of mine worked second shift as a transmitter 
engineer of a Boston AM/FM facility.  He was attending 
Northeastern University part time in an attempt to get an 
engineering degree.  His schedule on Tuesdays back then 
left an hour gap in his work schedule.  Management and 
the union agreed to allow me to substitute for him for an 
hour or so each Tuesday with him being paid for the full 
shift.  I was looking for the experience, so I was glad to 
help out. 
 
This one Tuesday he arrived just before 5:30 and we were 
talking a bit when the CONELRAD receiver sounded an 
alarm. 
 
Back during WWII all stations were required to go silent if 
an attack was suspected.  The reason was to prevent an 
enemy aircraft or missile from using a broadcast transmit-
ter as a target or at least as an aid to a major city.  During 
the Korean War CONELRAD was developed to keep the 
public informed during an attack without assisting in the 
enemy with navigation.  During an attack, the plan was for 
stations to transmit from constantly changing sites on 640 
and 1240 cycles per second.  The 1240 frequency was cho-
sen because that frequency and adjacent 1230 had some 
500 250W stations operating in the USA.  The 640 fre-
quency was closer to where 50,000 Watt clear channel sta-
tions hung out and could move there in an emergency.  The 
pubic was taught to tune to 640 or 1240 on the AM dial for 
official information.    You may see little Civil Defense logos 
on radio dials from that era.  In the event of an emergency 
a designated station in each area of the country would se-
quentially drop carrier momentarily then return to the air. 
Every station was required to have a receiver monitoring 
the key station.  In Boston the key station was WBZ-1030. 
 
The volume of our CONELRAD monitor was turned up to 
listen for any information, but there was none.  WBZ in 
Hull was just plain off the air. 
 
A few moments later we noted the lights in the building 
seemed dimmer than normal.  Then suddenly there was a 
dip in the voltage which resulted in the FM transmitter 
dropping off the air.  The lights came back up momentarily 
as the AM transmitter was able to hold on.  But then all 
went to zero and we were off the air completely.  I could 
not believe there was an outage so large that both WBZ in 
Hull and we in Newton were impacted. 
 
With no electricity for the past five minutes we decided to 
go out to a car radio to learn what was happening. We 
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picked up an announcer saying the lights just went out in 
his studio.  We identified the station as WNEW in New 
York City!  Unbelievable!  We tuned around the dial to see 
which stations had working backup generators.  WMEX-
1510 was on from North Quincy playing a backup tape 
they had for such emergencies. Only problem was that it 
was playing at double speed. 
 
Back inside the operator decided to open the interlocked 
cabinet of the AM transmitter and showed me around.  It 
used a Pi Network coupling to the final amplifiers just like 
the Heathkit DX-40 80-10 meter transmitter I had built 
five years earlier.  Just everything was much bigger, espe-
cially the coils. 
 
During the drive home through Dedham, every vehicle 
stopped fully at each non-working traffic light then alter-
nating one-by- one through the intersections.  If only we 
drove that way today. Published reports stated that MIT 
students were directing traffic on Memorial drive. 
 
The electrical distribution system of that era was to create 
a grid where all generators were synchronized to one an-
other each 60 cycle. Should one fail to synchronize, it 
would automatically drop out.  But if one generator was 
down for maintenance, the others on the grid would take 
up the load.  At the Sir Adam Beck Hydroelectric Generat-
ing Station in Niagara Falls, Ontario, a relay failed and its 
generators dropped off the grid.  Other power plants tried 
to make up for the stations going off line was impossibly 
large and their generators would slow.  To generate more 
power output, a generator requires more mechanical  
power input.  As several generators could not stay in sync 
with the 60 Hz line, more stations would slow and drop off 
the grid until it totally collapsed. 
 
The MBTA ran its own generating system.  Trolleys and 
subways were not impacted as they were not connected to 
the grid. Self-exciting generators need a small temporary 
source of electricity to get started. A connection between 
the MBTA and Boston Electric allowed the latter to restart 
their generators one at a time.  And before 10PM much of 
Boston returned to normal. 
 
The Boston church I belonged to in that era had a radio 
station feeding WORL-950 from 6:30 to 7:30 each morning 
with an ABC network news break at 6:55.  The only prob-
lem was nobody knew what time it was.  The church tech 
and the studio announcers synchronized their watches and 
proceeded normally.  But New York City was still out, and 

ABC did not know what time it was.  They apparently fed 
their newscasts at random causing a lot of confusion. 
 
My church being a city church had a lot of nurses as mem-
bers. During the summer of 1966 they all noted a huge in-
crease in maternity ward activity.  Apparently, since there 
wasn’t TV to watch, or much of anything else to do, they 
went to bed early.   
 
ed:  Thanks Allan, a great submission, and a wonderful 
trip back into technology, cold war, and radio history. 
 
 
SPEAKING OF CONELRAD… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the example below, the 1958 Emerson Vanguard 888, an 
eight transistor AM broadcast receiver, has the Civil De-
fense markings on the dial. 
 

      
 
In the next example, the Heathkit Mohican general cover-
age receiver was manufactured between 1960 and 1968.  
The AM broadcast dial (uppermost band) has no CD mark-
ings which indicate it was marketed in 1964 and thereaf-
ter. 
 

 

Between 1953 and 1963 
all radios manufactured to 
receive the AM broadcast 
band were required to 
have the 640 and 1240kc 
(kHz) CONELRAD station 
positions marked on the 
dial.  
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Conalert, Motorola, Multi-Elmac, Moradco, Miratel, KAAR, 
and other manufacturers made special receivers which 
radio and television stations used to automatically notify 
them of an incoming alerts from the government.  Obvious-
ly, these dedicated control receivers were expensive and 
rarely if ever used outside of the commercial broadcast 
market. 
 
However, after January 2, 1957, all amateur radio stations 
were required to cease transmission during a CONELRAD 
alter.  Most ham radio operators kept a broadcast radio 
playing in the background to monitor for alters then shut 
down if one was heard.  If this met FCC requirements I do 
not know.  Heath and the Walter Ashe Company however, 
offered reasonably priced CONELRAD monitor which au-
tomatically shut off the transmitter when an alert was re-
ceived. 
 
My research so far has shown only two companies made 
“consumer” grade CONELRAD instruments.  The Walter 
Ashe Company had a model “CA” that monitored for actual 
CONELRAD alert tones and the Heath Company offered the 
Heathkit CA-1 which watched for the AVC (Automatic Vol-
ume Control) voltage of a receiver that was tuned to any 
radio station.  I have not been able to find pricing for the 
Walter Ashe unit but the CA-1 was $14, $125 in 2019. 
 
As an alternative, in the December, 1956 Popular Electron-
ics, Herbert S. Brier, W9EGQ(sk) wrote an article on page 
58, which referred to a CQ Magazine article by W2EEK 
showing a schematic for a rudimentary alarm.  The circuit 
simply used a transformer that stepped up and rectified 

the audio output from a speaker that held a relay.  If the 
station went off the air the relay would drop out triggering 
an alarm or shutting off the transmitter. 
 
In November of 1954 the IEEE published a paper describ-
ing the CONELRAD system with various circuits for alert 
monitors. 
 
The significant difference between the commercial and 
consumer CONELRAD alarms were the fact that the con-
sumer units needed to be connected to broadcast receivers 
supplied by the end user. 
 
By 1963 the CONELRAD system and requirements were 
discontinued and replaced by the Emergency Broadcast 
System (EBS) which morphed into the Emergency Alert 
System (EAS) which we have today. 
 
  
WHERE WAS I WHEN THE LIGHTS WENT OUT? 
 
On Tuesday evening November 9, 1965 I was waiting for 
the evening shows to start but instead Irv Weinstein, news 
anchor for WKBW-TV, Channel 7 (ABC) was reporting on a 
major power failure across the northeast and the Province 
of Ontario.  But wait a minute… 
 
…How could the whole New York, New England, and On-
tario region be without power but I’m watching TV? 
 
I later found out that the whole outage started at the Adam 
Beck station in Niagara Falls, Ontario went off line which 
caused a cascade of stations going off line propagating 
north into Ontario and east to New York and New England.  
Luckily for us, we were not served by the Robert Moses 
Niagara Hydroelectric Power Project.  Instead, we were 
served by the Huntley Generating Station in Tonawanda, 
NY.  My home town was North Tonawanda (NT), NY, half 
way between Buffalo and Niagara Falls. 
 
All that considered who had power and who didn’t? NT is 
basically quartered east-west by Nash Road and Division 
Street running north-south and by Walck Road running 
east-west, splitting the city north-south.  The north half of 
the city was in the dark being fed from the Niagara project 
and the south side of the city fed from the Huntley station. 
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Upset at my evening television shows being pre-empted by the news coverage of the power blackout, I took a walk 
outside.  I took a look south and saw all the city lights on.  I then looked north towards Walck Road. The darkness 
started just two doors away!  In the lower right was my home at 809 Nash Road, North Tonawanda, New York. 
 


